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Remarks.-The . c.ondition of this case was desperate, he. looked 
. pinched and collapsed and the pulse was of very poor quality. 

Case 6.-:..S.F. E" shell wound of left buttock. Wounded-at 12"p.m. 
on April 6, 1916; Admitted .at 6 a.m. ,pn April 7, 1916 .. Wound of 
entry in the left ,buttock. No exit w~und.· Tenderness on palpation 
was .present in the right iliac fossa and right lumbar region. The 
pa~ient vomited ,twice after admission and during the night. Pulse; 
rate 120. . 

, Operation.-Median laparotomy. ' A quantity of foul-smellipg fluid 
was present 'inthe peritoneal cavity, but no blood. :,Peritonitis was 
genera:Iized. Two perforations ~ere found in the ileum 'twelve inches 
from the ileo-cmca{ junction-they were sutured with linen thread. No, 
'fragment, of metal :was found. Pelvic drainage. 

Result.-A {mcal fistula' developed on the fourth day after the opera
tio~. The patient .was ev,acuated to' the Base on the eleventh day after. 
the operation.' The discharge was then leSS, pulse was 96, tempera-
ture 99·8° F., and, the general condition good. . 
, 'Remarks.-The. patient looked ill,the 'pulse was rapid, there was 

vomiting and the direction of the wound wa~towards the abdomen. 
I wish to express my indebtedness to Lieutenant-Colonel Langstaff-for 

his kind permis~ion to publish these cases. . '. . 

. I . 

THE RECOVERY OF SOME WASTE PRODUCTS. 

, By CAPTAIN J. CARROLL. -.... 

Royal Army Mcdiical Oorps (Territorial Force). ; 

THERE is, little need at the, present day to emphasize the extreme 
importance of economy, though it is needful to give a wider meaning' to 
this' term,espeGially in"regard to _what are termed" Waste Products," 
substances which'have been systematically wasted and thought· to be of 
practically no value. ,The importanc~ of economy is generally recognized 

. though. the means of practising it may .be somewhat defective. One 
strorig argument can ,be advan~ed why these means should be i'mproved, 
.there is money in :waste products. 'Now one of the most vital needs of 
~he Empire is high explosives, and in order to 'increase opr supply of 
glycerine for the n;iaking of , these" it is essential to save every 'possible 
oun,ce of fat, grease ansl oil. 

WASTE GREASE.' 
. In making use in camp of that' crude ar~angement,. the gr~ase-trap, so 

. called, one .is directed to burn the grease'--impregnated straw, 'grass, or 
other'materi!J.l in which the grease is more orless (usually less) entangled. 

'Surely this is~ gross, and unjustifiable waste of valuable material and 
ought to be stopped' at once. 
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384 Clin~cal and other Notes 

It is well known that in connexion with every mess large quantities 
of fatty substances are handled, and also that much grease; resulting, 
for example, from the washing of dishes and plates, is lost through 
defective means of treating the greasy water. 'The amount of grease so 
lost may be comparatively small in !Jony one mess, while the bulk of water 
to be treated may be large; N evertheless, one must not argue 'that this 
small amotmt of grease is not worth the trouble of recovering. It must 
be steadily borne in mind that this is only one of thousands of messes in 
our large army, and that the 'aggregate amount is enormous. A small 
amount of grease spread out thinly on the surface of a fairly large amo~nt 
of water may be quite, or almost, impossible to recover. 

,CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS IN GREA.SE RECOVERY;' 

To ensure success in this process of grease recovery one must comply 
with certain easily defined conditions:- . .,' 

(1) The water in which the dishes are dipped to remove tIle grease 
must be boiling, and kept so during the dipping process. -

(~) The bulk of the water must be kept as, small as possible . 
(3) After the dipping is finished, the surface area of this water must 

be reduced to small' dimensions so as' to get the grease on a small area 
and increase its thickness. 

(4) This being done, the grease must be caused to solidify quickly, by 
which means even large quantities of-greasy water can be dealt with in a 
comparll.tively short time, and so ec~nomize time. 

GREASE REMOVAL AND WASHING DISTINCT OPERATIQNS. 

I have spoken of the" Water into which the dishes are dipped." I 
do so for the reason that the removal of the grease from the plates and 

'the -washing' of the plates are quite separate and distinct operations. 
The form~r~grease removal-should be done by dipping the plates into 
boiling water a sufficient length of time to dissolve all the grease; . the 
latter-the washing-'-ln cooler or even cold water, the grease having been 
removed by the dipping. The dipping water contains the grease, the 
washing water should, contain none. The washi~g water can therefore 

'b'e ru~ direct into soakage pit or drain without risk of creating a 
nuisance. 

, , 

Considering the. value of this gre~se, and the crudeness ofthe present 
methods which do not make for success, an apparatus has been con: 

, structed which is simple, ~asily worked', and effects the grease recovery 
quickly. It is believed to be as nearly as possible "foolproof.'" 
- The details of the method ,of using the,apparatus are' given below, and 
if followed, must, result in the recovery of this waste, grease, a very l,arge 
proportjon of which is lost at the present time through defectiv~ me~hods. 
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Olinical and other Notes ' 385 

This would prov~ of monetary val:ue to each unit of our now very large 
Army, the money ~esult~ng, from the sale of the grease going to swell the. 
unit's funds. -
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, INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF ApPARATUS. 

(1) The taps D and H ar:e turned off. Insert G in E and F in G. 
(2) Fill chamber C with the greasy water to be treated up to the top of the tube E, 

to the point marked K. ,Pour in the greasy water at K. 
(3) Fill chamber A with cold water by turning on the tap J. 
(4) As soon: as chamber A is filled up to B with cold water turn off tapJ. 
(5) Immediately the grease which has risen to K has solidified, remove tube by 

grasping the crcss handle. of F and lifting. , All the grease is taken out. in tube G, and 
can be extracted from it by puHing,F through it .. 

(6) Replace tube Gand plunger F in E. 
(7) Empty chamber C by turning tap H. 
'(SrIf the water in chamber A should 15ecome hot,. empty by turning tap D and refill 

by tap J. Cold water might be made circulate round tube E by-mearis of a coiled pipe 
'if preferred. The plunger F has'a disc of r.ubber, exactly filling G, at its lower .end. 
This rubber disc fits acmirately tub\ E also. . . 

" " . 
,CALCIUM STEARAT~, OLEATE, AND PALMITATE., 

The same apparatus us'ed t~ recover the waste grease can be tised;to 
, recover the waste soap hi washing water. ,This soap can b~ thrown out 
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of solution by the presence, accidental or intentional, of lime salts in the 
'water. The calcium salts, e.g., chlorinated,lime (bleaching powder) relJ,ct 
with the soap, producing the insoluble d~rty-Iooking scum seen on all hard 
waters-calcium stearate, &c. This lime soap floats, and can be rec~vered 
by the apparatus used to recover the waste grease. - . 

In the course of experiments conducted in c~mp this summer, it was 
found that the soapy wash water could be freed completely of the dissolved 
soap by adding quantities of bleaching powder, the resulting e~uent being 

-bright, clear and sparkling, and smelling more or less of chlorine. This 
efilueqt was quite fit to be discharged into any soakagepit, drain or ditch 
without causing a nuisance. In. this res pe cif it differed greatly' from the 
original soapy water. There is room for much experimental quantitative 

. chemical work in relation to this and other waste produGts incidental to 
camp life and messing: There ought to be no difficulty in disposing of 
the calcium stearatE( to soap workS. 

INTESTINKL PROTOZOA IN SALO:t:rIKA WAR AREA.' 

By LIEUTENANT W. ROCHE. 
Royal Army Medical Corps'._ 

DURING the mo~ths of Aug~st, September and .october, 1916, I had 
the opportunity of examining the stools of 893 cases of diarrhooa and 
dysentery among the troops 'of tneSalonika,Wl,tr Area. , 

Some of these' cases had their stools examined two or three times, 
. weekly, but the great majority of them not more than once. 

This work was all part of the routine laboratory examination of stools 
of patients suffering from diarrhooa ·or dysentery in three of the general 
hospitals in. this area. . 

Troops of the Salonika zone of the, Eastern Mediterranean .have , 
suffered severely from diarrhrea and dysentery. These infections started 
about the mO)1th of May, 1916. They have continued, with slight varia
tions, up to the present. These variations, I think, are mainly due to 
climatic changes. The great spreaders of diarrhooas and dyse,nteries are 
flies. Heat and moisture are necessary for these pests to thrive. In the 
very hot spells, when everything was dried up, flies became Jess 
numerous. During a cold spell, their,numborswere markedly diminislied 
and in th,ese periods there was decidedly less diarrhooa and dysentery. 

\ 

Bacillary dysentery was the predominant -type but -there were quite 
a number of acute amoobic cases. It is a remarkable thing there were 
not more,- inasmuch as many of the troops, particularly those which had' 
come from Gallipoli and Egypt, were carriers of Entammba 7!istolytica. , 

Micr<?scopical examinations of the stools of these troops in Egypt, 
Malta and Salonika continually showed evidence of this. 

. . , . 
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